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The Dynevor Year of ’67 is currently planning a 50th
Anniversary Reunion to be held at the Dragon Hotel, Swansea,
on September 2nd 2017. Over half of the 150 plus boys to have
entered the school in 1967 have been contacted. The
organisers are keen to get in touch with as many former
school friends as possible and full details of the event can be
foundOwen
at http://w.w.w.dynevorschool-classof67.co.uk/what-sSparky…the late
Hughes, recalled by Gareth Jones (1967-74).
next.html
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Swansea Hospital Radio Service by Robert Treharne Jones
Old Dy’vorians who helped
found one of the first hospital
radio services in the UK have
celebrated their 50th
anniversary with a reunion.
The Swansea Hospitals Radio
Service was created by school
friends Clive Thomas, Rob
Rees, and David Vaughan and
operated out of a small studio
at Morriston Hospital before
opening a year later at
Singleton.

Former members of Radio City gather in the old studio at Singleton Hospital (Left to right)

Roger Brown, Mike Evans, Jeff Lewis, Robert Treharne Jones, Ieuan Rees, Tim Richards.
To mark fifty years since the first broadcast on New Year’s Eve six founder members
visited the site of their very first studio at Singleton before going on to dinner in
Mumbles. The group included Swansea barrister Ieuan Rees (class of ’62), law lecturer
and Private Eye journalist Tim Richards (class of ’61), as well as retired teachers Roger
Brown (class of ’60) and Jeff Lewis (class of ’63), and music entrepreneur and Old
Gorean Mike Evans. Also involved at the early stages was former hospital chaplain and
retired bishop of Swansea and Brecon, Tony Pierce, and the reunion was organised by
GP turned international sports broadcaster Dr Robert Treharne Jones (class of ’62).
"We've lost many founder members and lost touch with so many more, but it was a
very special day to get this group back together to celebrate such a significant
anniversary. The first studio in Morriston Hospital has now been demolished, but we
were able to gain access to the original Singleton site, deep within the basement of the
outpatient building, and now stacked with files.
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The group went on to visit the new purpose-built studio in the main hospital and were
disappointed to note little activity from the current organisation. Radio City started by
producing live output every night of the week and all day at weekends, but this has
now been whittled down to a couple of live broadcasts a week at most. However the
publicity surrounding our visit has already brought other members of the group
forward, while members of the ABM (Abertawe Bro Morgannwg) Heritage Group have
been keen to record their memories of the early days of the hospital service. But the
group has been unable to track down any former members of Glanmor School who
played their own part in the early days.
In retrospect it was very forward thinking of the hospital
management to allow a group of young people to put on this service without any
particular degree of supervision. We were all just 16 or 17 years old, but we’d like to
think we took a responsible attitude to the whole project and that really paid off. Not
only did we have the chance to go on air for the very first time, but also a chance to go
around the wards and speak to the patients and gather record requests – it’s
disappointing to note that no longer seems to be happening.”
The group are hoping to get back together again with more than 30 other members of
the service for whom the early days at Radio City would prove the start of a career in
broadcasting.
-----------------------------

Sparky…the late Owen Hughes, recalled by
Gareth Jones (1967-74).
“I remember Mr Hughes as an enthusiastic
teacher who made the lessons interesting,
enjoyable and kept things simple and
straightforward for us. Given that this was our
first foray into economics that last bit was quite
important! I am grateful to him.”
Owen Hughes (left) at Versailles during a school
trip to Paris, April 1960. But who was the French
Assistant on his left?
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Looking to the future….by Ted Nield
Dr Ted Nield, outgoing President, on how the Association can best develop in its final
decades:“A year as President is a short time to do
anything of lasting consequence – or do any
lasting damage! – but I hope my successors will
find the conclusions of the Working Party on the
Future of the ODA useful in years to come. The
conclusions of our discussion, following from my
discussion paper, which are available on the
website under the ‘members’ tag,
were
presented to the Committee, which agreed the following actions.




The ODA shall define itself as being for ‘any pupil or teacher who attended
Dynevor Grammar School or Dynevor Senior Comprehensive School’. In view
of our close ties with the new tenant of our buildings, rights of membership
may be extended to any current student or staff member of the University
who has worked within the precinct of the former Dynevor School, and who
expresses the wish to join.
The image of the ODA shall be updated to make
this inclusive spirit more explicit. The re-design of
the Association logo (courtesy of my fellow ’67-er
Lance Webster of Swansea design firm Ridler
Webster, (www.ridlerwebster.co.uk) was the
immediate result. We also took the opportunity
to upgrade the Association’s condolence card
(and print off enough copies to dispose of almost
the entire membership!).

The Committee agreed that the name ‘Old Dy’vorians Association’ posed a perception
problem for pupils of the Senior Comprehensive, who may assume that the ‘Old’
refers to the ‘Old School’, and that they were not welcome. It was decided therefore
that we should henceforth refer to ourselves simply as ‘Dy’vorians’ in informal usage.
This would not require changing the official name or bank account details. There
being no need to emphasize the ‘old’, when all of us are quite obviously no longer
young and there are no ‘new’ or ‘young’ Dy’vorians left in the world, the Committee
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agreed to seek AGM approval to re-brand the Association’s magazine as ‘The
Dy’vorian’.





The ODA Facebook page shall be renamed ‘Dynevor Revisited’, to emphasize
the connection with our web site.
The editor of the magazine shall be encouraged to source articles written by
and for pupils of the post-Grammar School era.
The Annual Dinner, being highly successful and greatly valued, should be left
in its current format.
The Association shall seek to ensure that the archive of records and
achievements of Dynevor and predecessor schools (Municipal Secondary,
etc) are preserved as a resource for future researchers in local history.

While accepting that its life is likely to be limited to perhaps another 20 years, the
Committee agreed that the key to future ODA development lay in facilitating,
publicising and coordinating the activities of cohort groups. This reflects the
psychology-change that took place on comprehensivisation. After the end of the 11+,
Dynevor served a fixed catchment, which eliminated the ‘institutional loyalty’ that can
only really exist under a selective system. Newer pupils therefore tend to show
adherence mainly to their contemporaries – namely, they show ‘cohort loyalty’
instead.
It has been both a pleasure and a privilege to serve as your president, and I wish my
successor Dr John Rees every best wish in taking the Association forward.”

Postscript from the Secretary:

The recommendations from the working party
report outlined above were accepted at the Association AGM on 27 th April. Phill
Davies adds …”a number of successful year group reunions have been held to date
and those who undertook the arranging of such events are happy to advise if you
want to organise a reunion, be it your year group, a sports team or a group of
Dy’vorians with a shared interest.” Contact phillipdavies47@btinternet.com and he
will put you in touch with the right people.
-------------------------------------Thanks go to Hywel Lewis (1942-49) who has kindly donated his
Dynevor Prefect’s Badge and a pair of Old Dy’vorian cufflinks, in their
original box, to the Association Archive. The cuff links were bought
from D.L. Davies, ‘Tailors of Repute’, St. Helens’s Road!!!!
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The ‘MCC’ ….. Greetings to the Algarve!

by Phill Davies

The Mumbles Cricket Club Annual Dinner draws a good number of Old Dy’vorians
each year including ODA Secretary Phill Davies:- ‘The guest speaker at the 2017
event was Geoff Miller OBE, who captained Derbyshire, played for England and then
became an England Selector. Geoff is very popular on the after-dinner circuit and no
wonder – he is a very funny and entertaining raconteur. He also possesses a warm
personality and a generous spirit. At the end of the evening, he was asked if he would
kindly sign a copy of the Dinner programme for us to send to Will Davies (Dynevor
1958-63). A first cousin of the late Jim
Pressdee, Will was Captain of the
Mumbles Club for 8 seasons. He and wife
Jackie emigrated to the Algarve three
years ago, but unfortunately has more
recently been very ill and undergoing
intensive treatment.
Geoff obliged
willingly,
writing
in
magnificent
calligraphy; and then he asked, ‘Shall I
write a special message?’ ’The first ball I
ever saw in county cricket was a ball
bowled
to
Jim
Pressdee
at
Chesterfield!!!
1964 ish Phill Davies
along with Tudor and Janet Price, visited
Will and Jackie in March and found them
in good spirits and benefitting from Will’s
treatment.

LtoR: Jackie Davies, Phill Davies,
Janet and Tudor Price, and Will
Davies, in Olhao.
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Just Published:

The Old Dy’vorian Association is pleased to
support the publication of a tribute to those former pupils lost
during service in WW2. The book follows a similar work published
in 2015 dedicated to those serving in the Great War.

Copies can be ordered from Tudor Price, 78, Goetre Fach Road,
Killay, Swansea,
SA2 7SQ, (tudorprice3@btinternet.com)
cheques made payable to Tudor. £7.99 + £1.95 p+p, (UK)

--------------------------------------

Brian Burford aka Tea-Cosy Pete

(1961-68)
A few months ago, our website co-ordinator Keith
Evans was contacted by Luke Thomas, a student from
The University of South Wales , who was embarking
upon a film project as part of his studies with several
other students. Having read in the national press
about ‘Tea Cosy Pete’ and being intrigued by his
history, the prospect of making a film about Brian had emerged. They wanted to know
why the people of Swansea had expressed so much respect and affection for him
when hearing of his sudden death in 2015. In particular, they asked Keith to put them
in touch with Dy’vorians who knew him at school, for them to record their memories
of Brian. This they have done, and the film now produced is a respectful and artistic
tribute. The ODA has been given permission by the crew to post the film
(approximately 5 minutes duration) on our website, www.dynevorrevisited.org.uk in
the ‘In Memoriam’ section, next to Brian’s written obituary. Alternatively, it may be
accessed on https://www.youtube.com/watch?y= D2WAGPiKSg We congratulate
Luke and all those involved in producing this film. [Photo: Wales News Service Ltd.)

ODA Dinner and other event photographs are available from:
Rob Mitchell www.facebook.com/pages/Penumbra-Photography

Front page: South Wales Transport AEC Regal 3, bound for the Ganges!!!! ©Phil Trotter
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The Caricatures of Adrian Davies (1955-60) ©
Bob Howells: Latin and Russian
Tom James: Chemistry

Tom Burgess: P.E

R.B. Morgan: French
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‘Bud’ Abbott: Woodwork

Graham Gregory: Chemistry

John Bennett:
English

Sam Bassett: English
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“For Anthony, Wales' stunning
run is a dream come true!”
The following article by reporter
Matthew Stewart, appeared in the
‘Sentinel and Enterprise’, Leominster,
Worcester County, Massachusetts, in
May 2016.
“For Leominster Youth Soccer Director
Geoff Anthony, as well as millions of
other fans of the tiny European nation,
the Welsh soccer team's improbable
run has been a long time coming.
Geoff Anthony (Dynevor 1958-65)
An exciting month of tournament play is drawing to a close, and the list of mighty
nations competing in the European Championship has been narrowed to four.
Stunningly, among that quartet of survivors is one of the biggest underdog stories in
international soccer history. Wales, a country of just over 3 million people -- less than
half of the population of Massachusetts -- hadn't previously qualified for a major
tournament since 1958. As one powerful team after another has fallen, however, the
Welsh are still standing, becoming the least-populated nation ever to reach the
tournament's semi-final round. It will be another David-and-Goliath battle on
Wednesday when Wales takes on Portugal and superstar Cristiano Ronaldo. Germany
will face host-nation France in Thursday's semi-final.
The run is particularly special for Anthony, who played for the Welsh national
amateur team in the 1970s. "It's the greatest ever performance, and it's hard for me
to portray it," Anthony said. "They haven't been to an international tournament since
1958, so 58 years is a long time. In 1958 they made it to the quarter final and lost to
Brazil, and Pelé was 17 years of age. I remember watching it on television and crying
because we lost; I was young. The wait for this year is almost like the Red Sox, this is
absolutely amazing.”
[Geoff counts his greatest honour to be the 15 games he played for the Wales
Amateur International Soccer team. A former Isthmian League player and Wembley
Amateur Cup Finalist, Geoff moved to the States in 1986.]
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An interview with the President!
Dr. John Rees (1964-1971)
Was Dynevor your first choice and if so why?
My father,
Edgar Rees, who was President of the Old Dy’vorians in 1977, suggested I applied to
Dynevor. We lived in Killay, and virtually all my Junior school friends went to Bishop Gore,
so it was quite a big deal opting for Dynevor. Having set the precedent, my brother
Christopher followed me 2 years later. Despite the distance, both my brother Christopher
and I used to travel home on the bus for
lunch!
First memories?
Having acquired all the school uniform, I
could not wait to wear it. The first day of
term was very warm and not conducive to
a long- sleeved shirt, pullover, blazer, and
cap. The saving grace were my short
trousers which I wore until Christmas of
my second year- I think I was the last one
to convert to long trousers.
Worst memories?
My first music lesson. It was held in the
hall and my class sat in one corner in front
of the piano. One by one we had to stand
up and sing the first line of "The Lord is my
shepherd". Our singing was then scored - I
managed a 1/2 mark and was told I wasn't quite tone deaf. I subsequently never sang in
public .... until last year when I plucked up the courage to establish once and for all
whether I could sing in tune. To my great delight I was told that I could sing. Shortly
afterwards, I played a game of golf with an old cricketing friend from Morriston who
suggested I join the Morriston RFC choir. Since joining the choir last June, I have sung in
many venues including the Brangwyn Hall, Tabernacle, and Oxford town hall. Later this
year the choir will be singing in the Menin Gate as part of the nightly service to
commemorate the fallen in the First World War. Next year we will be part of massed
male choir of 700 voices in the Royal Albert Hall. I love singing and being part of the
choir – it is a dream come true!
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Best memories?
Undoubtedly sporting memories. I was fortunate to play both rugby and cricket. In
addition to school matches, I also played for the Swansea schoolboys in cricket and
rugby. The rugby team won the Dewar shield which was the pinnacle of my rugby
career. I also played for the Welsh schools cricket team.
Best decision?
Well not quite a decision, but failing the entrance exam for Oxford meant going to St.
Mary’s hospital, to do my medical degree.
Why medicine?
My father and grandmother both thought it was a good idea. As I could not think of any
alternative, apart from possibly teaching, I applied to medical school.
Best teachers?
The Dynevor staff were a remarkable group of intelligent, and motivated teachers.
Amongst my teachers, Graham Gregory (chemistry) and "Doc Morgan" (biology) stood
out. Geoff Hopkins (PE) and Adrian Davies were inspirational with their sporting input.
In this context they were helped by a large number of masters who ran football, rugby,
cricket and other school teams.
Career?
Training in St. Mary’s Hospital, Paddington in the 1970’s was a privilege. I established
many friendships which have been maintained to this day, and have so many happy
memories to look back on. Once qualified, I did my “house jobs” in St Mary’s and
Windsor, and then joined a GP training scheme in Swansea. I spent one year in
Newport as an anaesthetist, before becoming a GP in Fforestfach. Following my
retirement in 2015, after nearly 33 years in Fforestfach, I have been able to devote
myself to golf and the choir. I am also a school governor, am trying to learn Welsh, and
sit on a research ethics committee.
Claim to fame?
Playing full-back in the same team as JPR Williams – it was only a game between St.
Marys and a schools team!
Family?
My wife Anne is also a doctor. She retired at the same time as me from the community
paediatric service and now has time to play her oboe in several orchestras, including
the European Doctor’s Orchestra. We have 3 children. Hannah is a primary school
teacher in Newton Abbot. Both the boys live in Bristol – Christopher is a mechanical
engineer and Matthew is in the mortgage department of TSB.
_____________________
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In Memoriam:
William Stanley Nelmes, (1932-36) the oldest member of the
Association, died on 2nd November 2016 in Sutton Coldfield aged 95
years.
Peter Jeremiah (1966-73), died on 2nd November 2016 in Trowbridge.
Alan Lyden (1958-1962) died peacefully after a long illness on 13th
December 2016. Elected Form Captain every year, and a good footballer
Alan was a very popular member of the class. ODA Secretary and Editor
were able to attend his funeral.
Stanley Richards (1942-48), who lived in Bridgnorth, and an ardent
supporter of the Swans, died on 4th January 2017.
Tony Walters (1951-58), died 31st January 2017, in Vancouver.
Bill Perrins (1943-48), former ODA President (1997) and Toastmaster,
died at Ty Olwen on 4th March 2017.
Glyn Hughes (1955-60), an active member of The Belmont Male
Singers, Swansea died on 22nd March 2017.
Alwyne Phillips (1942-45) who died on 22nd May 2017, aged 86.
Formerly of Clydach and Birchgrove.
Fuller
can be
found“inby‘school
In memoriam’ at
“ Aobituaries
Travellin’
Man
Harry history/
Norris (1952-59)
www.dynevorrevisited.org.uk

_____________________

“Praise the Lord! We are a musical nation.”

Rev Eli Jenkins

by Roger Williams (1958-65)
The 1941 Blitz damaged Dynevor buildings, destroying both halls. Despite the threat to
many school activities, school magazines suggest a ‘business-as-usual’ commitment to
teaching and to sports, debates, hobbies, chess. Under visionary school leadership,
particularly music supremo Gwilym Roberts, music aspirations and achievements
actually soared. The gymnasium was used for rehearsals, Mount Pleasant Chapel for
assemblies, and concerts in the Brangwyn Hall were sold out.
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Gwilym Roberts joined in 1942 and began choral rehearsals for Handel’s Messiah in
May 1943. The school choir was augmented by local tenors and basses. The following
year Gwilym set the young
musicians an audacious
challenge – two performances
of Mendelssohn’s dramatic
oratorio Elijah, vividly
recounting the life of the
prophet from the initial famine
crisis to his ascent into heaven
in a “fiery, fiery chariot with
fiery, fiery horses”.
Swansea Youth Orchestra 1960Gwilym Roberts Back row left.

An excellent professional vocal quartet sung in the first performance. But the soloists
for the second performance a week later were truly “stellar”: the great Roy Henderson
(bass) as the prophet himself, with Isobel Baillie (soprano), Kathleen Ferrier (contralto),
and Peter Pears (tenor), three of the finest British singers of all time. The choir was
completed by tenors and basses from Swansea Music Lovers, and the orchestra led by
Old Dy'vorian Garfield Phillips. Both performances were sold out, and proceeds from
the first set aside to purchase instruments. An annual sequence of concerts continued
for six years: Handel’s Samson, Haydn’s Creation, Coleridge-Taylor’s Hiawatha’s
Wedding Feast and Rossini’s Stabat Mater, Verdi’s Requiem, Edward German’s Merrie
England, and Dvorak’s Stabat Mater. The Rev Eli Jenkins (quoted above) might have
been referring to this concert series……except that the real author was a Bishop Gorian!
Dynevor’s war-time general, left Dynevor in 1950 to become Director of Music in the
Swansea Education Authority, but maintained contact with Dynevor, rehearsing
Swansea Schools Orchestra on Saturday mornings in the school gym.
John “Porky” Richards was appointed head of music in 1953 - a peace-time general,
whose achievements over seven years were no less remarkable than Gwilym Roberts’s.
At Oxford he had been a pupil of composer Edmund Rubbra, and brought to Dynevor
an energy and commitment to instrumental music and orchestral development, to
complement the choral legacy.
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As a novice flautist in 1959 I recall my
orchestral debut in Morriston Tabernacle,
accompanying Bach’s Jesu, joy of man’s
desiring, sitting alongside the outstanding oboe
soloist David Mendus, already established in
the Welsh National Youth Orchestra. Our
orchestra was led by Peter James, (also
principal double-bass in the WNYO!), whose
career developed as player, singer, scholar,
teacher and administrator - Vice Principal of
Birmingham Conservatory and later of the
Royal Academy.
John ‘Porky’ Richards [©Adrian Davies]
The strings included violinists Mansel Hughes,
Adrian Jones and David Williams; violists and piano-duo John McGivan and Tony
Withers; cellist Michael Jones; clarinettists Michael Dunne and Michael Rees; horn
players Gareth Bevan and Wynford Evans; trumpeters Michael Condon and Anthony
Hicks; trombonist John Hukku; timpanist Lawrence Jones. Several staff played active
roles, pre-eminently Myrddin Harries piano, as well as WS (Bill) Evans piano and
double-bass, Graham Gregory cello, Cecil McGivan oboe, Michael Griffiths horn, and
singers Glan Powell, Bryn Cox, and Ossie Morris. Most congenially, four friends from my
form soon joined this evolving community: Richard Williams flute, Wynne Lewis violin,
William Holt double-bass, Brian Janes timpani. Dynevor provided an early platform for a
promising composer Philip Croot, and two outstanding singers, bass Geoffrey Squires
and the internationally renowned tenor Wynford Evans, who certainly merits a
separate OD article. Public events included Brangwyn Hall concerts of huge variety, and
a gallery orchestra for the school production of Shaw’s The Devil’s Disciple in the Palace
Theatre.
Concluding this personal stroll, I would like to record my debt to Porky (school choir
and orchestra) and Gwilym (SSO) for introducing me to life-long friends - Bach and
Handel, Mozart and Haydn, Beethoven and Schubert - just as John Bennett and Bryn
Cox introduced me to Shakespeare, Hardy and Yeats. My gratitude to those Dynevor
giants is incalculable, but sadly too late to convey.
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th

ODA Annual Dinner, Fulton House 5 May
2017 Guest Speaker: Chris Rees

An excellent evening and very strong turnout, 199 attending.
Thanks go again to David and Jill Dickinson for the usual,
superb organisation of this event.
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Annual Association
Golf Day - 2017
by Organiser Peter Samuel
Overall winner Michael Long, receiving The Peter Saword
Trophy from John Rees
This year’s event attracted 26 entrants, many of
whom had come from far afield. A fine sunny day
did not turn out as an ideal day for golf, as a very
strong wind and fast greens made conditions
horrendous to play in. However, several of the
entrants overcame conditions to turn in some very
good scores.
There was a 3 way tie for the overall winner prize, each player carding 38 points. After a
card count back, Michael Long was victorious and he was awarded The Peter Saword
Trophy.
The 3 man team of John Hollis, Gareth Payne and Jeremy Thomas were victorious in the
team competition. John Hollis also won the prize for the longest drive, but the biggest
cheer of the day went out for our President Elect John Rees, who won the prize for
nearest the pin.
I’m pleased to say that the day turned out to be another
successful one in which several new players took part.

The Balconiers, shared a successful gathering at St. Helen’s early in May during the
Swansea and West Wales Cricket Festival, followed by the now eagerly anticipated annual
ODA Balconiers Day event , organised by Ken Sharpe, on
27th May, for day two of the County Championship game
against Durham. Rain interfered with play but nonetheless
those gathered thoroughly enjoyed the day. Many thanks
are due once again to Ken Sharpe, event organiser. Tony
Lewis, test cricketer, England captain and Glamorgan
stalwart, who went on to become the BBC face of test
cricket, entertained the strong gathering in great style and
was very well received by all.
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Top Of The Form!!!

by David (Dai) Lees (1965-68)

‘In 1967, Dynevor took part in the BBC Radio quiz*, Top Of The Form, in which I was our
team's second youngest member. The broadcast was on 19th November 1967.
Much of the recording is a blur at this distance. I do remember Tim Gudgin as a kind
quizmaster and having to lift a remarkably heavy
microphone to my mouth before speaking. My clearest
memory of the occasion is before the recording began
when, in front of the entire Lower School I was made to
greet, by name, my opposite number – a GIRL!
I mumbled a shy, mortified "Hello, Barbara," into my
microphone, accompanied by sniggers from the audience,
who were all as sympathetic and understanding as you'd
expect and often took delight in mockingly asking "How's Barbara?" for weeks afterward.
I think I acquitted myself fairly well in the contest itself; the one question I can remember
is the only one I couldn't answer: "What is a mural?" By the end the teams were
neck-and-neck and our captain had to answer the very last question correctly to tie
the scores. He was asked, "What is a phobia?" – and didn't know. Their captain then got
a bonus point for the correct answer and we lost by 3 points. Half a century on, I can still
remember my heart sinking – especially as I did know the answer. (To be fair, though, I
bet he knew what a mural was.)
These are, like many of my recollections of my
time and my friends at Dynevor, very fond memories.
David moved to Nottingham in 1968. After university, teaching and retirement he and his
wife now live in London. *(Graham Davies remembered the quiz also, in TOD 13)

Bill Wagstaff (1947-1954) writes from Flagstaff, Arizona…

MORE on LIGGY!!!
“I was at Dynevor the same years as Mike Davies (Tennis legend TOD 29&30) and we
renewed our contact on a number of occasions over the years on this side of the Atlantic
at a number of tournaments where Mike was playing. Mike and I were team mates in the
school soccer team : he outside left to my outside right with Willy Liscombe at centre
forward, Dai Lewis as inside right, and Archie Collins as inside left. Murray Crook was
goalkeeper, and John Packard right half and captain. Mike was at first called “Lugs"
with typical school boy cruelty because of his rather large ears:
‘Lugs’ morphed into
‘Luggy ‘, possibly for our devotion to euphony and ended up as ‘Liggy’ - don't ask me
how.”
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The Rt. Hon Dr Julian Lewis, Dynevor (1963-70)
delivered the tenth Annual Joint Open Lecture of The Old
Dy'vorians Association and the University of Wales
Trinity Saint David on Thursday 25th May 2017.
Dr Lewis had been a Member of Parliament for New
Forest East in Hampshire since 1997 and was
appointed Chairman of the Defence Select Committee in
June 2015. Julian read Philosophy and Politics at Oxford
before specialising in Strategic Studies. He was awarded
his doctorate in 1981 and a book based on his
research, Changing Direction: British Military Planning
for Post-war Strategic Defence 1942 - 47, was published
in 1988.
The lecture was very well supported and the audience treated to a most thought
provoking and entertaining account of back bench life at Westminster. Although the
time afforded just a glimpse of Dr. Lewis’ eminence in the field of defence and security
those present also shared an absorbing and enlightening session in response to
questions. Dr. Ian Walsh, Dean of the faculty of Art and Design, warmly thanked Dr.
Lewis. Given the timing of the 2017 general election it was particularly pleasing that
Dr. Lewis was able to accommodate the event.

The full album of staff caricatures drawn by Adrian Davies, some
of which are featured in this edition and in TOD 30, can be
enjoyed, in all their glory, at www.dynevorrevisited.org.uk
under ’School History’.

Peter Macpherson (1944-51) and Association President (1981) has
trawled through his ‘Dynevor Drawer’ and kindly donated a number
of documents and photographs to add to the archive. These include
programmes for School Concerts at the Brangwyn Hall from 1945 to
1950, and autographed by musical celebrities who were invited to
join each performance…….Each programme can be viewed on the
history tag in the ODA website….. www.dynevorrevisited.org.uk
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ODA Directory:
President: Dr. John Rees johnwrees1@gmail.com
Vice President: Andrew Porter drewporter56@icloud.com
Past President: Dr. Ted Nield
Secretary: Phill Davies

geoscribe@yahoo.co.uk

phillipdavies47@btinternet.com

Treasurer & Ties: Steve Way

stevepw@talktalk.net

07967558521
07714405720
07815146676
01792 883978
07720251639

Membership and Golf: Peter Samuel pete.sam@taltalk.net

01792 230076

London and S.E. liaison: Lyn Thomas Imt4708@gmail.com

07850797587

Annual Dinner: David Dickinson

jdick0508@aol.com

01792 207071

Communication & website: Keith Evans keith_evans4@sky.com

07531540002

Archivist: Roger Williams:

07876640853

Balconiers: Ken Sharpe
TD Editor: Tudor Price

rogerwilliams27kn@gmail.com
ken.sharpe@btinternet.com

01432 359990

tudorprice3@btinternet.com

07788136904

http://www.facebook.com @DynevorRevisited

Twitter: (@DynevorSchool)

Copy for the next edition to the editor please, by 31st October 2017 ideally
as WORD and jpeg to:- tudorprice3@btinternet.com 07788136904
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